A serious problem arises when the pupils at Franklin D. Roosevelt Middle School find out that their mascot is missing!

The mascot is very important. How can they win the homecoming football game without it? Everybody works together to find out what happened.

This Teen Reader also contains factual information in the sections "Learn about the USA".

**TEEN READERS** – a series of exciting readers, written specifically for younger learners of English. Five levels of difficulty with illustrations, footnotes and questions.

**LEVEL 0** – based on a basic vocabulary of 300 words
**LEVEL 1** – based on a basic vocabulary of 400 words
**LEVEL 2** – based on a basic vocabulary of 650 words
**LEVEL 3** – based on a basic vocabulary of 1200 words
**LEVEL 4** – based on a basic vocabulary of 1400-1800 words

Age group: 10-17 years approx.
**TEEN READER TITLES NOW AVAILABLE:**

**ENGLISH:**

**LEVEL 0:**  
Philip Hewitt: *EMMA AND THE BOY NEXT DOOR*  
[Sound recording available]  
Ann Halam: *THE SHADOW ON THE STARS*

**LEVEL 1:**  
Pete Johnson: *RUNAWAY TEACHER*  
J.J. Martin: *THE MISSING CHILDREN*  
J.J. Martin: *THE MAD PROFESSOR*  
Alan Posner: *THE DOUBLE LIFE OF A VERY BLACK CAT*  
Stephen Speight: *BED & BREAKFAST*  
[Sound recording available]  
Stephen Speight: *THE RUNAWAY*  
Jeremy Taylor: *DR SCHNITZLER´S DOG*  
Jeremy Taylor: *ALL 4 LOVE*  
[Sound recording available]  
Wolf/Ferro: *THE MISSING MASCOT*  
[Sound recording available]

**LEVEL 2:**  
Rita Bennet: *THE SCARY CHAT ROOM*  
Kevin Brooks: *JOHNNY DELGADO PRIVATE DETECTIVE*  
Paul Davenport: *HORROR TRIP ON THE PECOS RIVER*  
James Heneghan: *HIT SQUAD*  
Philip Hewitt: *HELPING HANDS*  
Philip Hewitt: *TELEPORT IN THE HILLS*  
Karen McCombie: *LOVE IS THE DRUG*  
Paulette Moller: *THE WINNER*  
[Sound recording available]  
Stephen Speight: *SUMMER SCHOOL ADVENTURES*  
Jeremy Taylor: *FOOTBALL FRIENDS*  
Lee Weatherly: *THEM*

**LEVEL 3:**  
Chris Carter: *GRIZZLY ATTACK*  
Paul Davenport: *CROSSROADS TO LOVE*  
Paul Davenport: *WOLF WATCH*  
Paul Davenport: *SNAKEMAN*  
Charles Ferro: *HORROR AT REMSEN HIGH*  
Charles Ferro: *MOONSTRUCK*  
Charles Ferro: *PINK PARADISE?*  
Charles Ferro: *LOVE TIES*  
Charles Ferro: *BURNING LOVE*  
Charles Ferro: *GIRL NERD*  
Charles Ferro: *THE FORTUNATE TELLER*  
Charles Ferro: *KOOI-I*  
Philip Hewitt: *NED KELLY - OUTLAW AND FOLK HERO*  
Philip Hewitt: *QUEST FOR A FATHER*  
Dave Lambert: *THE LIGHT OF DAY*  
Alan Posner: *OH! CAROL and Other Steve Stories*  
Holly-Jane Rahens: *PRINCE WILLIAM, MAXIMILIAN MINSKY & ME*  
Joceline Sanschagrin: *ATTERRISSAGE FORCE*  
Jérôme Talou: *L'AMOUR PAR INTERNET*  

**LEVEL 4:**  
Halkum/Louveau: *CHOC DES CULTURES*

**FRENCH:**

**LEVEL 0:**  
Laurent Jouvet: *RADIO MYSTÈRE*  
[Sound recording available]  
Laurent Jouvet: *ANNIE ET L'ORDINATEUR*  
[Sound recording available]  
Laurent Jouvet: *REPETITION POUR UN CRIME*  
Joceline Sanschagrin: *ATTERRISSAGE FORCE*  
Jérôme Talou: *L'AMOUR PAR INTERNET*  

**LEVEL 3:**  
Denis Côté: *L'ARRIVEE DES INACTIFS*  
Brigitte Maria Martel: *C'EST DINGUE, ÇA !*

**LEVEL 4:**  
Hallum/Louveau: *CHOC DES CULTURES*

**SPANISH:**

**LEVEL 0:**  
Javier Navarro: *UN MUNDO FANTÁSTICO*

**LEVEL 1:**  
Javier Navarro: *UNA HISTORIA DE MONTAÑA*

**LEVEL 2:**  
Javier Navarro: *EL NUEVO MUNDO*  
Javier Navarro: *LAS ESTATUAS DE MACHU PICCHU*